New discoveries demand new technologies. When the same old data-dependent workflows don’t fit complex samples with large dynamic ranges, try a cutting-edge approach. The AB SCIEX TripleTOF™ System delivers the fastest scan rates for high resolution MS/MS data, enabling fast, accurate, sensitive and reproducible identification and quantitation of complex samples. Plus, innovative scan functions like MRMHR and MS/MSALL with SWATH™ Acquisition give you new and powerful ways to analyze your samples, with less upfront assay development.

With the TripleTOF™ System – the only system to combine triple-quad quality quantitation and TOF resolution – you can refashion experiments, streamline workflows and publish results sooner. Your results will look better, and so will you. Success never goes out of style.

For more information, visit www.absciex.com/omics-asm